University of Alaska Application Services
Mandatory Education Level and Goal
Process

Main

UAOnline. Person is logged in.

Person accesses the Student Term page (many access points) and hits submit button (destination page saved)

Mandatory _Check

Person transferred to destination page that was recorded before mandatory check

End
Mandatory Education Level and Goal Process

Mandatory_Check

Don’t bother Student with old terms
Active Term definition: A term open for registration or the next available term open for registration

Begin

Is this an active term?

Yes

Has the student already been checked for this term?

No

Does the student have the data already recorded for a future term?

Yes

Data Entry Form

End

No
ERROR MESSAGES – REQUIRED: You must select an Educational Level and Goal.

Change from “Update” to “Submit”

Level and Goal default to latest data for effective term
Data Storage:

**Current Data:**
The current Education Level and Goal will continue to be stored as baseline entries on the SGASTDN record.

**Historical Data:**
Historical Data will be stored as Elements 2 and 3 on the SGAUSDF entry form. The data will be entered there via a trigger on the SGASTDN record for the effective term, and only when the data actually changes.
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Reporting

Administrative/Management:

Faculty: